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Despite of all previous ups and down in IT sector, global demand environment

is on the way of recovery and growth. We continue to prefer KPIT's

differentiated positioning and competitive edge in its focus areas ,imperatives

to the success of smaller-sized IT vendors. We expect KPIT to grow its

revenues at a CAGR of 24% over FY12-14.The stock trades at 9x

FY14EEPS.Maintain Buy, with a target  price of Rs145.

Geographical revenue:-%

Earning Guidance: Company released the guidance for FY14

(1)USD Revenue for FY14 to be in the range of USD 465 Million to USD 475

Million

(2) INR PAT for FY14 to be in the range of INR 2,309 Million to INR 2,388

Million

(3) Confident of generating a positive cash flow for FY14, after considering

the balance payments for the existing M&A deals.
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On segmental front, Company reported a very strong growth in A&E and it

grew by 8.3% QoQ while IES grew by 1.7% on a QoQ basis despite the softness

in Cummins account. SAP had another soft quarter with revenue decline of

5.8% QoQ. Company saw another strong quarter in SYSTIME as revenues grew

by 9.3% Q-o-Q to USD 19.9 Million. For the year FY13, IES led the growth with

75.3% while SAP and A&E  grew by 36.7% and 39.1% respectively.
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On Margin front: During Q4FY13, Co’s operating margins went up by 207 bps

to 17.7%. The prime reason for this was the change in business mix with Auto

Engineering and IES share in the total revenues going up. Both the SBUs also

saw a rise in their respective operating margins. For the full year, the

company level EBITDA stood at 16.30%, an increase of 180 bps over the last

year. However, management had targeted an improvement of 50 bps to 100

bps in EBITDA for FY13.

Geographical revenue: This year company saw a strong growth in APAC

geography which is now a very strategic market for us both in engineering and

Business IT related services. During the year company strengthened its

foothold in APAC and secured a few key projects across the region. US

continue to be the biggest market with growth opportunities in the space of

JDE and SAP offerings mainly across manufacturing and utilities vertical.

Europe market share came down during the year primarily impacted by the

Euro-zone conditions. Even though they have expanded its presence across

the European geography.

Client Metrics: Company’s total customer addition for the year was 14, with 5

customers added in Q4FY13 taking the active customer count to 183.

During FY13 the revenue share of top client Cummins came down from 21.5%

to 19% with a YoY growth of 31.6%. Due to the current macro environment

Cummins as an entity has been experiencing volatile business conditions and

expects a slowdown mainly in the first half of CY13. Company also expect a

similar trend of its business with Cummins with softness prevailing in the first

half of CY13 and pick-up in the business momentum from second half of the

year. 

Headcount Metrics: During the quarter, company has added 35 headcounts to

8321, Company’s on site utilization inched up to 94.3% from 92.83% (Q3FY13)and off

shore utilization increased to 74.08% from 72.9%(Q3FY13).
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KPIT CUMMINS - Retain confidence..
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KPIT Cummins registered better numbers and released its guidance for

FY14E, better than NASSCOM Guidance.

Company witnessed better numbers than street expectation with 1% of

sales growth led by strong numbers of Auto and Engineering segment and

PAT growth by 1.5% on sequential basis. 


